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ANNEX 1. Overview of roles and responsibilities in Incident management / Activation of the ICCS
OBJECTIVES OF THE EPREP TOOL

General objective

To ease the development or the upgrading of National Generic Emergency Preparedness Plans (EPREP) in each country for the health response.

Specific objectives

a. To provide a framework with tasks related to different aspects that need to be performed in the development of a generic EPREP.

b. To propose a structure consistent between countries, in order to ensure interoperability for communication and coordination within the Mediterranean and Balkan region.

c. To propose steps for implementing/strengthening communication mechanisms.

In the context of the overall Episouth-Plus project, the following aspects need to be underlined:

1. Considering the notion of «generic», the tool will aim to cover all type of threats / emergencies (biological, chemical, environmental, and unknown origin) with medical implications emphasizing cross-border aspects. Radio nuclear might also be considered if they don’t prejudice the legal framework.

2. It will help the countries to identify the already existing capacity and the gaps in their ability to respond to a threat, in the light of the risk mapping, and thus, help countries to define its level of preparedness.

3. The priority will be to upgrade issues related to communication and coordination at national and international levels, including the multi-sectorial collaboration and the process of decision making.

4. Points of Entry as well as laboratory aspects will be included in the development process.

5. The achievements in developing national EPREPs should be evaluated. Future Simulation Exercises would be the key point to evaluate preparedness.

Target audience

The tool is addressed to the health sector. It should help the health sector to improve its level of preparedness in order to 1) cope with all kind of hazards generating health consequences (not only biological threats) and 2) to have enough credibility to attract other sectors and to improve intersectoral collaboration for upgrading the «generic» national preparedness.
ORGANIZATION OF THE TOOL

The tool is organized in three units:

1. The assessment of the current national level of preparedness.
2. The framework supporting the development of the national generic EPREP.
3. The maintenance of the plan (monitoring and updates).
HOW TO USE THE TOOL?

The tool consists on a succession of tasks to perform for developing or upgrading the generic EPREP plan. It is not mandatory to perform all the tasks listed in this document to have a proper plan. Each country will define its priorities for best responding to emergencies.

The tool is available in two forms: a word document and an interactive programme.

In the word version of the tool, the table of contents of the document is the exhaustive list of the tasks. Each of the tasks is linked to the heart of the document, where some background information, objective and expected outcome, as well as the method proposed to accomplish the task is provided.

The easiest way to use this tool is therefore to go to the table of content, select the task you want to work on; click and then you arrive to the corresponding link in the heart of the document.

The interactive programme is organised in the same way than the word document. Selecting a chapter in the index, you will also reach the topic you want to work on. The advantage of the programme is that you will be able, among others, to upload already existing documents directly in the programme. The programme can be used as a single instrument downloaded in a computer without internet connexion or it can be implemented in a net for sharing it with other actors. An administrator will be able to control the access of the different actors (just reading or further rights for editing, upload documents). A user guide is also available (french and english).
UNIT 1. ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT NATIONAL LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS

The first steps of this assessment will be to get a comprehensive overview of the current National capacity, including the identification of existing document on Emergency Preparedness, and the identification of risk hazards in the country. From this first analysis, the stakeholders will define the current level of preparedness, which will serve as support for developing or upgrading the generic EPREP afterwards.

The preparation will imply also the identification and/or the development of legal/official documents required to ensure the endorsement of the generic EPREP by all actors in charge of emergency management, including the political authorities.

At this stage already, it is helpful to think which role (leading versus supportive) will have the health sector according to the nature of the threat.

1. COUNTRY CAPACITY INVENTORY

The objective of doing the country capacity inventory is to identify the resources already available in the country to respond to a threat, in the light of roles and responsibilities, including expertise and decision making, logistic and human resources, equipment and drugs, facilities and infrastructures.

1.1 Country organization chart

Objective

To have an overall picture of the administrative country organization from the top to the bottom.

Expected outcomes

Different sectors or areas of intervention for any kind of threat are identified and the vertical line of coordination inside sectors understood.

Tasks

1.1.1 List Ministries and governmental institutions

This task consists in listing the ministries in the country, with their respective roles and responsibilities and identifying the governmental agencies and institutions belonging to the respective ministries and their area of expertise. Don’t forget to mention key services such as the Points of Entry.
1.1.2 Describe the different levels of organization of governmental institutions

This task aims to identify the vertical communication flow within each ministry between the national, regional and local levels. The most important for you is to describe the coordination and communication flows within the health sector.

1.1.3 List the national non-governmental and International organizations

This task consists to identify all NGOs and international organisations (WHO, UNICEF…) present in your country, which might play a role in emergency management.

1.1.4 List the services of the private sector which might play a role in emergency management

Think about private laboratories, pharmaceutical companies…

1.1.5 List the General Public key organizations and their role in case of a PHEIC

Think about the civil society.

1.1.6 Organize all items of your list into an organizational chart, showing who is accountable to whom

From the health sector perspective, it means, within the health sector and the health sector with services belonging to other sectors such as civil protection, points of entry (PoE) and others.

Tips

When you list governmental institutions, NGOs and services of the private sector, consider all areas of expertise relevant for incident management: public health, epidemiology, drugs / vaccine importations and manufacturing, laboratories, radio-nuclear, toxicology, alimentary, transports, civil protection, firemen, emergency services...

1.2 Country office human resources

Objective

To identify key persons in each ministry / institutions and other agencies and their role and responsibility in the response to threats in terms of decision making and technical expertise.
Expected outcomes

Key expert persons and decision makers for each sector are identified.

Tasks

1.2.1 List areas of expertise available in the country

Do the exercise with the information collected by listing sectors, institutions and other agencies, in chapter 1.1.

1.2.2 Identify and list key experts who would be consulted in case of a threat

Do the exercise by contacting all bodies where areas of expertise have been identified in order they give you the name, title, contact details of the key persons. Describe also what are the mechanisms established within their institution for the experts to be deployed.

1.2.3 Identify and list the key decision makers in each sector

1.2.4 Provide the contact information of all bodies that might be involved in threat management

Tips

Make sure that it's clear who is doing what? The main issue here is to distinguish who is in charge of giving technical support and who is in charge of decision making. The sector’s roles are usually established by official rules.

As agencies and people listed in this exercise might be consulted for the development of the generic EPREP, it is recommended already at this stage to elaborate a list of names with contact e-mails and phone numbers. Make sure these experts are aware that their contact details are included in the generic EPREP and that they know their role in case of an emergency.

1.3 EPREP plans in each sector

Objective

To build on existing capacities and avoid duplication.

Expected outcomes

Exhaustive list of EPREP plans available in the country.

Tasks

1.3.1 Identify which sectors have a plan
1.3.2 Get a copy of these plans if possible
1.3.3 Identify elements with implications for the health sector
1.3.4 Identify aspects that can be used in the health sector EPREP
1.3.5 Identify possible mechanisms of collaboration with the sector that generated the plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Plan(s) name</th>
<th>Hazard</th>
<th>Aspects interesting for health sector plan</th>
<th>Elements for health sector implication</th>
<th>Mechanisms of collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Tips**

In the biggest part of the world, civil protection has EPREP plan(s) in response to natural and man-made disasters. Therefore, it sounds reasonable to approach the civil protection sector of your country, as a 1st step of this task, to get a first idea of what already exists. I will help to define what the needs for the health sector are.

1.4 Country physical resources

**Objective**

To identify all sources of logistic support, equipment, drugs, vaccines and other medical items, including emergency kits that are managed by the health sector and existing SOPs of delivery in case of emergency.

**Expected outcomes**

An exhaustive inventory of physical resources is available to describe which items are available, quantities, where, procedures for getting access to items (including international supplies, eventually).

**Tasks**

1.4.1 Identify and list facilities under the health sector responsibility

— Health care facilities.
— Hospitals and their capacity (number of beds, emergency service capacity, surgery capacity, ICU, etc.).
— Laboratories for identification of infectious agents and of toxicology.
— Quarantine areas at PoE (Airports, Ports and Land-crossing).

1.4.2 Assess the capacity in terms of mobile medical units

— Ambulances.
— Helicopters.
— Mobile hospitals (civil protection?).

1.4.3 Identify inventories of medical items

— Vaccines.
— Drugs.
— Medical equipment (masks...).
— Surgery items.
— ...
1.4.4 Identify existing SOPs related to the logistic medical support

- Storage conditions of medical items.
- Databases management of all stockpiles, flexibility of these programmes and access to.
- Procedures for supply to the field, including cold chain when needed.
- Biological and environmental samples transportation.
- Mechanisms for rapid international supply (including registration procedure) when an item is not available in the country.

1.4.5 Approach specific medical agencies if existing

- Central stocks.
- Logistics agencies.
- Laboratories.
- Others.

Tip

This information should be listed for each level of the country (for each administrative unit).

2. THREAT MAPPING ANALYSIS

This exercise aims to identify the hazards most likely to affect your country. That does not mean that you will develop specific EPREPs for each of them but it will help identifying a range of threats and the implications of their common consequences for the “generic” EPREP (All hazards ↔ common consequences).

Objective

To identify hazards more likely to happen in your country and creating potentially associated health consequences and to identify which communities are more likely to be affected.

Expected outcomes

Summary table about hazards that might occur in your country with an example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential hazard</th>
<th>Probability of happening</th>
<th>Damages</th>
<th>Health impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Low, moderate, high</td>
<td>Nature of damages</td>
<td>Nature of health problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Severity: Negligible, limited, critical, catastrophic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclone</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Houses destruction</td>
<td>Acute casualties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Collapse of electricity and water supply</td>
<td>Disease linked to lack of sheltering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Outbreaks of water-borne diseases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table can also help to define the activation level of the plan, if appropriate.

Tasks

2.1 Identify the threats most likely to occur in your country

Do the exercise with the exhaustive list of hazard in mind based on historical data about past events.

2.2 Make the profile of these threats

In terms of probability of occurring and the severity of the damages, especially the health impact on the population.
2.3 Identify the most vulnerable communities for each of these threats

It will include:

— The geographic location.
— Demographic factors: Population density, more vulnerable specific groups, special populations, animal populations…
— Infrastructure: Facilities for sheltering, accessibility in terms of roads and communication, air and water support.
— Capacity of response: locations, points of contact, facilities, services, resources…

**Tip**

Besides the natural disasters, it is important to know the localisation of all human activities that present high risks of accident in your country: Forests (fire hazard), chemical plants (risk of poisoning), laboratory of Bio Safety Level 3 or 4 (laboratory breaches), nuclear power station (irradiation risk).

If you click the following link, you will find the Appendix D related to hazard analysis process from the training guide of FEMA, where the process is very well explained and where you can find the “hazard profile worksheet” as a model for working, page 4.

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/edu/docs%5Craem%5CReadings%20D.doc

---

**Threat Profile Worksheet**

**Threat:**

**Potential consequences:**

- Catastrophic (mass fatalities/casualties, loss of governance & essential services, widespread damage)
- Severe (numerous fatalities/casualties, loss of essential services, widespread damage)
- Moderate (Limited number of fatalities/casualties and damage to properties)
- Minor (little or no injuries & isolated damage)

**Probability of occurring:**

- High
- Medium
- Low

**Past history:**

- Has this type of incident occurred before?
- Yes
- No

If yes, when? _________________

**Areas likely to be affected most:**

**Probable duration:**

**Potential speed of onset (probable amount of warning time):**

- Minimal (or no) warning
- 12 to 24 hours warning
- 6 to 12 hours warning
- > 24 hours warning
3. **LEVEL OF PREPAREDNESS IN YOUR COUNTRY**

The ability of responding effectively to a disaster depends, among other, of the ability of the country to identify and prepare for a range of predictable hazards.

For any incident, the factors to be taken into account are:

1. The nature of the hazard.
2. The community affected and its vulnerability.
3. The availability of the resources to cope with the hazard and its consequences.

Preparedness includes:

— Planning.
— Procedures and protocols + existing plans of all levels, from National to local.
— Training and exercises.
— Personnel qualification, licensure, certification.
— Equipment, drugs, vaccines certification.

Developing a generic EPREP is a part of the preparedness.

Questions to rise after the risk mapping and the country capacity inventory:

— How prepared do we need to be?
— How prepared are we?
— Actions (by priority) required in order filling the gaps?
Objective

To identify the gaps in terms of planning, plans, SOPs, staff qualification and medical items supply that prevent an appropriate response to the threats identified during the risk mapping analysis.

Expected outcome

To deliver a plan of activities that needs to be performed to reach an appropriate level of preparedness.

Tasks

3.1 Identify the overall needs for each hazard identify in your threat mapping analysis

Do the exercise thinking about legal issues and political endorsement, sectors to be involved, decision making, technical expertise, SOPs and physical resources.

3.2 Identify the gaps preventing an appropriate response to the hazards identified from health sector perspective

(Model's proposition where to click on the small square when available.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Hazard 1 in region X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level of responsibility of the health sector</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision makers in health sector</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement with sectors to involve</td>
<td>Sector 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical expertise</td>
<td>Theme 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical capacity to cope</td>
<td>PHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical items</td>
<td>Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheltering capacity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evacuation capacity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPs</td>
<td>Supply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Develop an action plan for the health sector for filling the gaps identified

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The legal framework for an emergency plan is the whole process of approbation requested for its implementation.

Objectives

Ensure that risk reduction in case of an emergency is a priority for the political authorities (at national and at local levels) and that there is a strong institutional support for preparedness implementation.
Expected outcome

The plan or parts of it are officially endorsed by the authorities and by the institutions in charge of implementing it, when needed.

Tasks

4.1 Identify laws, acts and decrees ensuring the political commitment in preparedness

Lobby for their development if not yet existing.

4.2 Present the plan or parts of the plan as official documents

— With the title of the plan.
— The date of publication.
— Jurisdiction(s) and institution(s) ownership.
— Laws, acts, decrees to which it refers.

4.3 Organize the promulgation of the plan or documents related to the plan

— Signature by all administrative units and agencies supporting the plan and its development.
— Commitment in preparing and maintaining the instructions exposed in the plan, in training staff & testing and evaluating the plan and in the revision of the plan.

4.4 Include a space to record the changes of the plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Amendment #</th>
<th>Entered by</th>
<th>Where it is published?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Record the distribution of the plan

Explain the way of distribution (web, e-mail), where it is available (website) and list all recipients of the plan (title, name, agency).
UNIT 2. THE FRAME FOR SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL GENERIC EPREP

The Unit 2 offers a framework that contains the elementary concepts that should be described in a generic EPREP plan. This framework aims to be enough flexible in order to be suitable for all countries with different contexts.

Your generic EPREP plan should not intent to cover every foreseeable hazard but rather offer a set of processes and procedures which can be adapted as necessary to each situation.

Processes and procedures will include at least:
— The emergency command and control team.
— The set of activities from the detection of the event to the recovery, required to properly respond to the emergency, from the health perspective.
— All issues related to coordination and collaboration during an emergency.
— All issues related to communication during an emergency.
— The evaluation of the response and revision of the plan after emergency.

1. EMERGENCY COMMAND AND CONTROL TEAM (ECCT)

The ECCT would be responsible for:
— Taking decisions.
— Developing the “emergency response” strategy.
— Transforming decisions into implemented measures.
— Coordinating all bodies (governmental, private sector, NGOs…) that will play a role in the emergency management: Bodies in charge of the direct response in the field, bodies in charge of mobilizing more resources (staff, equipment, transportation, stockpiles, finances…), bodies in charge of providing technical expertise...

A localised incident can be managed within one jurisdiction (administrative unit) by the local officer. However, when additional resources are needed, or the emergency has national or international implications, then the mechanisms of emergency command & control management need to take place for coordinated and collaborative response, in order to ensure an effective cross–agencies & cross-jurisdictional coordination in regard of facilities, equipment, personnel, procedures and communication (FEMA NIMS, January 2008).

Some countries might have one permanent central and institutionalized structure / body for managing emergencies, whatever is the nature of the hazard involved, with the possibility for this central body to call for the expertise and/or support of other bodies. In other countries, the ECCT will be something flexible that develops ad-hoc and involves different institutions depending of the nature of the hazard involved
(with usually one body leading and the others having a supportive role). In both types of organization, it is important to list the general areas of responsibility of all existing governmental bodies (eventually per level of jurisdiction) and eventually others (private sector, NGOs...) that might have a role to play in emergency management, as you did it in country capacity inventory.

The response to emergencies will have usually 2 components:

1. Crisis management, consisting to solve the threat (its nature) when possible: identify and neutralise the causal agent.
2. Consequences management, consisting in measures to protect the population, the environment.

Depending of the hazard, the leading agency will be the one which has the competency to deal with the crisis management while all other agencies dealing with the consequences will have rather a supportive role.

**The health sector needs to know when it has a leading role and when it has a supportive role in the ECCT and how its intervention and responsibilities will fit in the structure of the ECCT for each type of hazard.**

According to the nature of the hazard, specific functions will need to be covered for the incident management and therefore, it will be requested to choose which body will be attributed the coordination role and which bodies will have a support role. Example: in the case of a biological threat, the health sector will have likely to take the leadership in the management of the crisis while, in the case of a radiological event, another agency will likely take the leadership and the health sector will be responsible for managing the consequences as regard casualties, deaths and health effects on the population in general under the coordination of the other sector (concept of crisis management versus consequences management).

It’s a matter on rapidly decide the composition of the ECCT, to attribute roles and responsibilities to each stakeholder and to ensure appropriate communication and coordination flows. Clear SOPs need to describe the process of activation, maintenance and extinction of the ECCT.

The indispensable areas of activities of the ECCT are the following (more details in http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nims/NIMS_core.pdf):

— Strategic activities: It consists in establishing the emergency management objectives in order to design the strategic plan with, as final goal, to control the event and its consequences. Strategic activities will also include: the development of assignments (with roles and responsibilities), plans, procedures and protocols; the guaranty that the performance of all operational activities is in accordance with the objectives and the strategic plans; the approval in the allocation of assigned resources (staff, equipment, facilities, supplies). The team in charge of the strategic activities should include the officer responsible of the ultimate decision making.

— Communication / information: Accurate, accessible and timely information (causes of the emergency, size and current situation, as well as resources committed and other details of general interest) is to be communicated to the general public and to the officials.
— Liaison between the different bodies involved: The ECCT requires at least one liaison officer to be the point of contact for the representatives of all bodies involved in the emergency management, in charge of providing all incident-related matters. This is crucial for insuring the effective coordination between all actors of the incident management.

— Operations section: In charge of all tactical activities focused on controlling the hazard, reducing the immediate harms caused by the hazard, restoring the situational control and restoring the normal operations.

— Planning section: In charge of the day to day data collection and analysis about the hazard consequences and about the use and availability of resources, of producing regular status reports and ensuring the common operating picture.

— Logistical section: In charge of all service support requirements: supply ordering and delivery, transportation, facilities, communication and information technology support, security…

— Financial / administrative section: In charge of all financial aspects (release finances, follow the budget, and record the costs…) and administrative issues (registration & import items, staff management…).

For each of this area of activities, one or more stakeholder needs to be appointed, ad-hoc depending of the nature of the hazard.

1.1 Identify operational bodies to involve for managing response in different hazards

Objective

To have an overview of the different institutions or agencies that might have a leadership or a supportive role in the management of an emergency, according to the type of hazard.

Expected outcome

For each type of threat identified in the risk map analysis, an institution or agency has been identified and appointed to be responsible for the response management of this specific threat in your country. Other bodies with a potential supportive role are also identified.

Tasks

1.1.1 List all institutions and agencies that might be involved in emergency management, according to the type of hazard

— At each administrative levels of the country (governmental bodies).
— From other sectors: private sector, NGOs…
— From different areas of expertise.
— Among international organizations eventually present in the country.
— At national level, consider further roles in regard of the coordination of national responsibilities and role of the highest authorities, National defence, and international coordination.
1.1.2 Describe the functions and areas of activities of the institutions / agencies identified in 1.1.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Institution</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Institution of Firemen</td>
<td>Fire fighting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOH, national Institute of Epidemiology…</td>
<td>Public Health &amp; Medical</td>
<td>Outbreak control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>services</td>
<td>Medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mass fatality management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1.3 Identify the person(s) in charge of each responsibility described in 1.1.2

And establish a list of names, responsibilities, job descriptions and contact details for each hazard.

1.1.4 Describe the role of the health sector per hazard

In terms of leading versus supportive role and in terms of functions and responsibilities.

**Hazard 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leading*supportive</th>
<th>Functions requires</th>
<th>Institutions in charge</th>
<th>responsibilities</th>
<th>Who?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function 1</td>
<td>MOH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Institute of PH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tips**

Be exhaustive when thinking of emergency management functions (transportation, communications, firefighting, public health and medical services, agriculture and natural resources, energy, radio-nuclear, chemical-toxicology, public safety and security…).

A good example of the description of roles and responsibilities of bodies can be found in [http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-esf-intro.pdf](http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nrf/nrf-esf-intro.pdf)

1.2 Activities and functions required for emergency management to take into account in the composition of the ECCT from the health sector perspective

**Objective**

Ensure that the health sector has identified staff for assuming all activities (strategic, communication/information, liaison, operation, planning, logistic and Finance/administration) required in emergency management, whether it has a leading or supportive role in the ECCT.
Expected outcome

The health sector is able to quickly provide staff for the ECCT in order for the ECCT to address all activities mentioned above. Moreover, responsibilities and task of each function will be clearly described.

Tasks

1.2.1 Represent the organization of the functions of the health sector within the ECCT through a flow chart

See different examples:

ECCT structure in United States

ECCT structure in United Kingdom

Figure 4.4. The incident management team

![Diagram of the incident management team](http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/Images/emergencyresponseplan_tcm6-18770.pdf, p37)

ECCT structure in Canada

HEALTH EMERGENCY RESPONSE ORGANIZATION (OVERVIEW)

![Diagram of the health emergency response organization](http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/emergency/pdf/emp.pdf, p45)
1.2.2 Identify persons of the health sector for each responsibility

1.2.3 Describe the activities related to each function required within the ECCT and the profile of the actors involved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Profile of the stakeholder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Emergency functional immediate number</td>
<td>The emergency functional access number is a derivation centre for any call reporting an event. This centre has eventually the capacity to filter the information but essentially, can identify and contact the most appropriate person / service to trigger the activation of the ECCT and the activation of the plan. This emergency functional immediate number should exist within each sector but also, there is a need for a general one, accessible to the general public.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective

The appropriate body / competent authority receive quickly the alert in order to initiate timely the response.

Expected outcome

A functional contact point is reachable 24/7/365 in case of alert or emergency in each sector and also for the general public. The staff involved is trained to identify and contact the responsible person / service / agency for the particular event.

Tasks

1.3.1 Ensure a 24/7/365 emergency contact number within the health sector and its wide distribution to all services of the health sector

One single emergency number within the health sector will help the rapid communication of any type of alert, be it from the hospitals, the health care centres, the surveillance systems...

1.3.2 Ensure an appropriate training of the staff working in this emergency contact number

In filtering the information and in orienting the communication to the right person, service or sector, for activating the response (even though limited to a Rapid Risk Assessment - RRA).

1.3.3 List the emergency contact numbers of the other sectors

In case the event reported to the health sector emergency contact number overpasses the competencies of the health sector, it is useful for the managing staff to have a tool with all emergency contact numbers of the other sectors.
1.3.4 Ensure the access of the population to a single, general, national emergency number

And make sure that the whole population knows that number.

1.4 Model to think about SOPs for the activation of the ECCT

Fill the annex 1.

1.5 Activating, maintaining & extinguishing the ECCT within the health sector

Objective

When a threat is detected, the ECCT is rapidly organized and functioning in order to ensure timely and adequate decisions as well as appropriate resources allocation for effective response. When the threat is controlled, extinguishing methods to put down activities should also be foreseen.

Expected outcome

Collaboration between sectors and clear procedures and tools explaining how to trigger and scale down the ECCT in a flexible way are endorsed and known by the authorities and all stakeholders of the response management.

Tasks

1.5.1 Develop SOPs describing how to activate and organize the ECCT in case of a threat

The concepts should be the same independently whether the health sector would play a leader versus a supportive role in the response management. SOPs will need to include:

— A protocol on the rapid risk assessment aimed, if needed, at confirming the threat and assessing the needs in terms of resources and the needs of support from other sectors.
— List of names and contact numbers of the stakeholders in charge of triggering the ECCT within the health sector.
— Mechanisms to allocate staff at short notice, according to the needs.
— Mechanisms for contacting quickly the other sectors with a role in the response management in order to organize the composition of the multi-sectoral ECCT with description of role & responsibilities of the stakeholders.
— Description of the construction of the ECCT, modular way from top to down, starting with the Incident Command that will include the Command officer, the liaison officer and the communication officer (and their deputy) going down to the operation, planning, logistic and finance / administration sections (considering the main functions to cover).
— Description of the hierarchical structure and decisional flowchart with the responsibility of each stakeholders involved in the ECCT. Appoint one chief in charge of the ultimate decision within the ECCT.

— Description of mechanisms allowing scalability of the ECCT if needed: Expansion to incorporate all elements depending of the type, size, scope and complexity of the emergency: Identify and contact other sectors for needed support function (based on the type and complexity of the incident) and/or identify the levels required for the administrative organization of each section (when the incident is supra-local).

— Flexibility of the ECCT during the course of the event aimed to respond to unanticipated factors. Stakeholders from each level have the possibility to adapt the response to changing conditions without official authorization while informing higher levels.

— Identify a place where the ECCT can stay: Fixed place for all type of hazards, or flexible depending on which sector has the leading role.

— Deployment of the members of the ECCT.

1.5.2 Develop mechanisms to maintain the functioning of the ECCT

— Respect of the role and responsibilities of each member of the ECCT through clear job descriptions.

— Common operating picture through timely regular updates, standard format reports with the same information for all, standard databases for collecting data, common communication platforms.

— Ensure appropriate communication between the different sectors involved in the coordination and between the coordination and the operations.

1.5.3 Develop SOPs to deactivate the ECCT

— Release the staff to go back to the normal daily job.

— Debriefing for memory building (but also eventually, for managing the stress).

— Archive all the documents and communication exchanged during the emergency.

— Write a final report that should include identified gaps and lessons learned.

1.6 Ensure the proficiency of the stakeholders

Objective

The eventual stakeholders of the ECCT are operational at short notice.

Expected outcome

All levels of staff susceptible to work one day in the ECCT has been informed and trained about their function.

Tasks

1.6.1 Identify institutions / stakeholders in charge of training national staff on emergency preparedness (one body for all or one stakeholder per sector)
1.6.2 Develop a plan for training sessions

1.6.3 Develop a plan for simulation exercises (SE)

1.6.4 Identify resources / finances available for SE and training

1.6.5 Organize the archiving system of the training material and SE evaluation to update plans

2. EMERGENCY RESPONSE: CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The whole process of incident management starts with the detection of an event followed by the rapid risk assessment, the operational response, including planning, distribution of roles and responsibilities, operations in the field, monitoring, information management, logistics, communication, etc. and at last, demobilization and evaluation of the response.

Whether the health sector is involved in the detection of the threat or is communicated about an event from another sector or an international communication will depend on the nature of the hazard. Whether the health sector needs to perform a RRA will also depend on the nature of the hazard and/or the quality of the RRA conducted by the 1st sector that reported the event.

The whole process implies activation levels of the plan and the sequence of actions before, during and after the emergency. For the health sector, the plan should be activated when an emergency or disaster affects the ability of the health infrastructures to save lives, reduce suffering, protect public health, protect the ministry’s infrastructures and protect environment.

This part of the tool aims to describe the role and the sequence of actions in the emergency response that is required from the health sector. The role of the health sector in event detection and RRA will be developed, focusing on biological hazards, while further actions of the response will be for any kind of hazard with medical implications for the populations.

2.1 Detection of event

Objective

To ensure the development and the functioning of a sensitive and flexible surveillance system, that includes detection of unusual events, early warning, screening, reporting and communication. The role and responsibilities of those involved in implementing and following the system as well as the chain of responsibilities for effective communication flows, need to be clear and preferably should be defined through public health policies and legislation.

Expected outcome

Early identification of unusual event, early warning and effective communication of potential public health problems to the right stakeholders, are functioning.
**Tasks**

2.1.1 **List the official sources of information**

This includes the recognized forecast and warning centres operating with a clear mandate at national level:

- Formal health surveillance system.
- Health partners (hospitals, GPs, civil protection, NGOs, laboratories, others).
- Formal monitoring system from other agencies (nuclear, Industrial, agriculture, others), where incidents can have an impact on health.
- Points of entry.
- Private sector.
- International communication from neighbouring country or International organizations (WHO, OIE) or International Networks such as EPISOUTH, SHIPSAN, others.

2.1.2 **List the potential sources of informal communication**

- Community / Population.
- Media.
- Informal: rumours screening, rumour checking, twitter, Web2.0, etc.

2.1.3 **Describe or develop the screening process of these different sources for slow onset hazards**

We ask only for slow onset hazards as they are more difficult to detect.

- In each recognized forecast and warning centres:
  - Data processing and follow-up.
  - Triggering indicators (increase of general mortality or in specific age-groups, malnutrition rates, increase of food market prices, death of livestock, etc.).
  - Early warning.
- Is there a formal institution in charge of filtering all this information at national level?
- Epidemic intelligence.

2.1.4 **Ensure access to high-quality laboratory facilities**

- Identify places where to confirm or exclude a diagnosis (biological, chemical, radio-nuclear agents), at national or international levels.
- Integrate into recognised laboratory networks.
- Sign agreements with referral laboratories where to send samples.
- Sign agreements with transport companies, especially for bio hazardous material.
2.1.5 Develop the communication flows and reporting

- Operational links between the surveillance system and other agencies (civil protection, animal/plant/food competent authorities and services, authorities for chemical and radio-nuclear incident management, WHO and other international public health organisations, law enforcement structures and authorities).
- Situational reports.
- Who reports the event to whom?
- Key persons to contact either to trigger the initial risk assessment or to activate the plan or to decide which level of the plan to activate according to severity and magnitude.
- Links between the recognized forecast/warning centres and the agency in charge of emergency response.

2.2 Activation of the plan (before or after further investigation)

Objective

Develop structure and procedures that allow capturing the necessary background information for triggering a response to a threat and forward timely the information to the appropriate stakeholder in charge of activating the plan within the health sector.

Expected outcome

Following the detection of an alert, the threat will be labelled and will trigger a defined level of action, depending on the severity of the event.

Tasks

2.2.1 List the situation/conditions in which the plan needs to be activated in your setting

- Triggering indicators within the health sector.
- Warning report received from another sector.

2.2.2 Who takes the decision to activate the plan?

List the authorized officials in the health sector enlisted to declare formally an emergency and activate the emergency plan.

2.2.3 Establish procedures from the detection of event to the activation of the plan

Consider eventually all the following steps, including the formal declaration of an emergency by an authorised officer.
2.2.4 Establish guidelines describing the responsibilities of different actors and SOPs to initiate the response

It will include the response itself when the emergency is obvious or a prior risk assessment at that stage.

2.3 Rapid Risk Assessment (RRA)

Objective

Identify or develop the mechanisms for investigation of an event (protocols, procedures, experts, logistic…) that allow quick integration of the information in order to provide evidence of a threat, identify vulnerability, and define response (in terms of resources, actions and countermeasures and ways to implement actions) from the health sector perspective.

Expected outcome

Protocols, SOPs, experts or expert’s bodies as well as communication flows are implemented to ensure a RRA in case of detection of an incident with public health consequences.

Tasks

2.3.1 To list individual experts or expert’s bodies that might be consulted for RRA

Within and outside the health sector, according to the type of hazard:

— Public health experts with different specialisations (such as threat and risk assessment, preparedness and response).
— Toxicology experts, experts specifically on toxins.
— Experts specifically trained on the management of environmental accidents (chemical exposition, radiations…).
2.3.2 Establish an expert’s contact list with those identified in Unit 1 - 3.1, for each type of incident

Who to contact in case of a CBRN event (chemical, biological, radio nuclear), natural (climate change, seism…) or effects of infrastructure perturbance:

1. Name.
2. Agency.
4. Contact details.

2.3.3 Identify or create operational links with experts from sectors other than the health sector

Laboratories, animal health, plant health, food safety, radio nuclear, civil protection… through agreements.

2.3.4 Establish operational links with NGOs or international institutions for areas of expertise missing in the country

2.3.5 Develop SOPs for RRA

— Urgent procedures for rapid consultation of experts.
— Urgent procedures for rapid deployment of experts on the field.
— Example of checklist that can be used for a RRA: Assess the situation, p 12 in http://www.bt.cdc.gov/planning/pdf/cdcresponseguide.pdf

2.4 Response of the health sector

This chapter is a slight adaptation of a work done by the European Commission and can be found in the following document: “Strategy for Generic Preparedness Planning. Technical guidance on generic preparedness planning for public health emergencies. Update April 2011. EUROPEAN COMMISSION. HEALTH AND CONSUMERS DIRECTORATE-GENERAL”.

2.4.1 Ensure the provision of medical services

Objective

To ensure the implementation and the 24 hours functioning of health sector services for the response to an event, whatever is the nature of the hazard. The plan should consider the services outside the hospital (first aid and PHC) and inside the hospital. It should describe mechanisms that allow coping with the overwhelming of the services and the disruptions of any kind (loss of infrastructure, HR, electric power and water supplies, transportation problems, etc.). At last, the plan should include a description of specific protective measures of the health services against fire, flooding, contamination by toxic chemicals or infectious agents. Depending of the administrative unit organization of the country, it is also important to foreseen the support other regions can offer to the affected area.
Expected outcome

SOPs, communication flows and inventories of infrastructures, capabilities and resources (human resources, equipment, drugs stockpiles, etc.) are readily available in case of incident to ensure timely communication, supply and implementation of the medical response to the event.

Tasks

1) Include all aspects related to the pre-hospital emergency care in the plan

This is crucial in the “chain of survival”:

1. Inventory of capacity and civil institutions (civil protection, Red Cross, others) for providing first aid, basic Life Support, ambulance services and mobile clinics.
2. Alarming and dispatching system in each administrative level (with a list of contact numbers to contact other sectors as civil protection or agencies, at each administrative unit).
3. A clear description of the role and activities of institutions / agencies (including NGOs) susceptible to provide first aid.
4. A list of the EPREP plans of all bodies and agencies that might play a role in the first aid.
5. SOPs describing patient safety measures (identification system, triage, evacuation, etc.).
6. A planning of regular training in crisis and emergency management of the Emergency Medical services staff.

2) Include all aspects related to role and activities of PHC professionals in the plan

For the events in which they play a frontline role (epidemics, heat waves):

1. Description of the role and activities of these actors in the management of these specific events.
2. SOPs describing how to engage quickly an effective communication flow with the GPs, how to adapt the surveillance system and mobilise resources in case of such specific event.

3) Include all aspects of hospital care in cases of emergency in the plan

1. General hospitals preparedness plans: Their plans are consistent with the national plans and include:
   — The existence and the description about the disaster committee (multidisciplinary team with administrative members).
   — The existence and the description of the health event managing team.
   — A programme of regular emergency training.
   — Reserve supplies in electricity, water, heating.
   — Reserves of all potential pharmaceutical and logistics needs.
   — A proper ventilation system and a list of isolation / negative pressure rooms.
— SOPs on clearance of non-urgent cases and cancellation of elective surgeries.
— SOPs insuring continuing care.
— SOPs to improve the handling of increasing numbers of casualties.
— Contact numbers of other hospitals.

2. Treatment capacity (mainly in terms of personnel and equipment): Procedures are described to maintain treatment capacity despite overwhelming of the services:
— Mobilisation of medical staff: Redistribution of roles within the hospital (with one coordinator as main representative for the communication with the local management team), reallocation of personnel from other regions, from other sectors such defence or civil protection, regular training of the hospital staff.
— SOPs describing the mobilization of alternative to treatment facilities such as mobile hospitals, etc.
— SOPs describing the system of filtering, prioritizing and cohorting patients presenting with similar syndrome (eventually plan to prepare extra treatment units for these patients). These SOPs should be standardized between sectors.
— Procedures describing how and where to transfer the patients, when requested.
— Procedure allowing a proper and timely reporting of the number of cases and suspected to the local management team.
— Identification of experts about hazards most likely to happen, for providing field support to the clinicians.

3. Emergency departments:
— Describe the role of the emergency department in the management of a crisis in the hospital EPREP plan.
— Describe procedures of coordination between the emergency service and the out-of-hospital services in order to control the influx of casualties in the emergency department and avoid overwhelming.
— Describe the training plan of the emergency department staff.

4. Intensive Care Units:
— Describe procedures of mobilising resources to increase the capacity of the ICU at the maximum.
— Develop links with the ICUs of other hospitals for transferring patients.

2.4.2 Ensure procedures of triage and management of big number of casualties

Objective

The plan should include the description of mechanisms insuring that the maximum number of people are given adequate care, in case of large numbers of casualties, through triage procedures that allow identifying patients and deciding the most appropriate facility where to dispatch them according to the type and the severity of his/her injuries.
Expected outcome

SOPs describing the system of triage and the management of large numbers of casualties are included in the national EPREP.

Tasks

1. Standardise triage procedures between institutions (same criteria to decide if a victim is going to die anyway, needs to be referred or can be taken care of in the spot).
2. Identify and train the first-line Aid people on triage procedures.
3. Make list of facilities where to refer the patients according to the type of injuries available.
4. Coordination and communication mechanisms between out-of-hospital services and in-hospital services exist.
5. Decisional trees about how to assess the vital functions of patients are readily available.
6. Establish the coordination mechanisms between first-line Aid, facilities of reference and the 3rd level health services out of the area affected.

2.4.3 Ensure psycho-social support

Objective

The population and the health care staff suffer significant stress during and after an incident. In order to ensure that the working performance of the staff of the health care sector remains optimal, counselling services should be readily available, from the beginning of the crisis in order to maintain morale among staff and general population.

Expected outcome

The members of the emergency psycho-social support team are identified and quickly operational in case of incident and guidelines are available.

Tasks

1. Develop guidelines on psycho-social support, including the management of Post-Traumatic Stress Syndrome, in stress situations for population and staff of all sectors involved in the incident management.
2. Identify Institutes (from the health sector or social services) for the psycho-social support at local, regional and national levels.
3. Foreseen specific staff or organization in charge of providing information concerning lost victims (children, families and relatives, etc.) for re-grouping them and for recording.

2.4.4 Ensure the critical supply to the health services

Objective

In order for the health facilities to continue providing quality health care in case of an emergency, regular supplies of drugs, equipment and other items must be
ensured, including when extra needs are requested and when smooth supply to the spot is impaired by logistic and/or transport problems.

**Expected outcome**

Mechanisms and procedures insuring rapid supply of drugs, vaccines, equipment (including protective equipment) to the site of the emergency and outreach settings, according to the needs are described in the plan.

**Tasks**

1. List the items the most possibly needed in your country for the hazards you identified in your capacity inventory.
2. Identify (in or outside the country) or develop stockpiles of those items.
3. Organize and list kits (modules) that contain all equipment, material and drugs needed for specific hazards and can be sent right away to the area of the emergency.
4. Ensure IT support for the database management of the stockpiles.
5. Identify sources of additional supply that can be called for, when needs increase.
6. Develop rapid procedures for licensing items that are not registered in your country (consider possible new vaccines or drugs).
7. Develop SOPs describing the items supply from stockpiles to the spot.
8. SOPs describing transportation and delivery of items, planning for special measures needed when transport communications are disrupted.

2.4.5 Develop procedures for financial aspects

**Objective**

Ensure that there is money to pay the extra resources needed in case of emergency.

**Expected outcome**

A special budget is available and can be released quickly when an emergency occurs.

**Tasks**

1. Develop the legal procedure ensuring that the national budget plan a certain amount that can be released only in case of an emergency and describe the legal procedure to release the money when needed.
2. Identify staff in charge of distributing the money to stakeholders in charge of managing the response to the emergency.

2.4.6 Develop SOPs of fatality management

**Objective**

Ensure that special resources are implemented when an event causes a huge fatality rate in order to ensure a proper handling of the corpses, in terms of hygiene,
health, forensic considerations…, considering two main aspects: multisectoral approach (health, civil protection, law enforcement, forensic) and cultural.

**Expected outcome**

The plan includes procedures about the management of large number of fatalities taking into account religious and cultural funeral practices, bodies and samples handling in case fatalities are due to a communicable disease, transport of the foreign victims to their native countries, supply of protective equipment for the staff.

**Tasks**

1. Develop SOPs about handling fatalities from transmissible agents.
2. Develop collaboration with the forensic department with agreement about the post-mortem sample handling and the communication of the results.
3. Develop national guideline of the management of high number of casualties, considering religious and cultural funeral practices, protection of the people working in the corpse’s evacuation, etc.
4. Develop procedures for body’s identification.

**2.4.7 Consider special aspects for biological events**

**Objectives**

Ensure that specific measures preventing further spread of the infectious agent are in place, keeping in mind that the health sector is likely to be the leading agency.

**Expected outcome**

SOPs for rapid detection of the infectious agent and its source, for rapid identification and isolation of infectious patients and for protection of the population at risk as well medical and laboratory staff are developed and readily available. A legal framework in regard of more coercive measures such as isolation and quarantine procedures is agreed.

**Tasks**

1) Ensure communication between surveillance services and the institution in charge of the health risk management

2) Develop SOPs for the rapid detection of the infectious agent
   — Identify existing or look for laboratory capacity (at national and international level) in detecting specific infectious agent.
   — Communication flow between laboratory and health system in order to communicate SOPs about sample collection (biological and environmental) and transport (eventually international transport).

3) Develop SOPs for the contact tracing
   — Events where contact tracing should be done are defined.
   — Responsibilities for performing the contact tracing are defined within the health system.
4) Develop SOPs for infection control and personal protective measures

— Guidelines on the provision of prophylaxis and/or personal protective equipment (PPE) to all medical staff (hospitals and PHC).
— Stockpile and distribution systems organised at local, regional and national levels.
— Guidelines on waste management (gloves, masks, etc.).

5) SOPs on isolation / quarantine measures

Taking the legal issues into account (collaboration with the civil protection).

2.4.8 Consider special aspects for chemical events

Objectives

While other sectors will be in charge of preventing further contamination and limiting the access to the affected area, the health sector will need to be ready for the medical implications of chemical incidents.

Expected outcomes

Collaboration between the health sector and poison centres or other agencies in charge of alert chemical hazards is agreed and medical SOPs in terms of identification of exposed individuals, agent detection among exposed individuals, decontamination procedures, PPE and management of chemical exposure adverse effects are readily available.

Tasks

1) Ensure a proper communication between the health sector and the sectors managing chemical hazards

It is important for the health sector to have the best information in regard of the type of accident (fire, explosion, spill, leak...?), where and when did it happen, what media has it affected (air, land, water, food...?), what is known about the contaminating substances (name, composition, concentration) and their adverse effects on health. Once the accident notified, the health sector will continue to be informed on the evolution of the accident (containment or secondary contaminations, etc.).

2) Develop SOPs for detection of the agent in patients exposed and in the environment

— Detection of exposed patients or medical staff through the symptoms.
— Detection of the chemical agent, with valid procedures, among exposed individuals (patients in pre- and hospital settings and medical staff) and in the environment (including ambulances and hospitals).

3) Develop procedures of patients decontamination

— Asses the capability of hospitals and health facilities in patients decontamination.
— Develop guidelines and procedures of decontamination for chemical substances at risk in your setting.

4) Develop procedures in relation to the monitoring organization in the context of a chemical event

— Have any adverse health effect following exposure has been reported among GPs, in emergency department?

— Monitor symptoms and disease levels in the exposed population.

— If adverse effects are unknown, consider to conduct a questionnaire survey to identify symptoms in the exposed population or to initiate an epidemiological study to identify any adverse health effects.

— Consider long-term follow-up and monitoring of the exposed population.

5) Develop procedures for insuring availability of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):

On the site of the incident, during transport of exposed patients and in the health facilities to protect medical staff.

6) Management of patients

— Identify the specialised health unit where to refer cases of severe intoxication.

— Supply of antidote, if appropriate, with the support of the poison centres.

Tip

If the risk of chemical accident is high in your country, please check some support documents:

1. Acute chemical incidents – basic checklist, HPA (http://www.hpa.org.uk/webc/HPAwebFile/HPAweb_C/1194947351282)

2. Generic Incident Management. HPA, for more information on decontamination procedures and PPE in CBNR incidents, see HPA guidelines http://www.hpa.org.uk/webc/HPAwebFile/HPAweb_C/1194947395416

2.4.9 Consider special aspects for radio-nuclear events

Objectives

While other sectors will be in charge of preventing further contamination and limiting the access to the affected area, the health sector will need to be ready for the medical implications of radio nuclear incidents.

Expected outcomes

Existence in the country of an institution specialised in radio-nuclear risks management. Like for chemical incidents, Medical SOPs in terms of identification of exposed individuals, agent detection among exposed individuals, decontamination procedures, PPE and management of radio nuclear exposure adverse effects are readily available. And when the risk is linked to a nuclear power station, all this should be done in coordination with the unit of the power station in charge of controlling the risk.
Tasks

1. Develop SOPs for monitoring the radiation exposure.
2. Develop procedures of patients decontamination.
3. Management of patients.
   Including the identification of services specialised in the management of irradiated persons (according to the severity of irradiation).
4. Identify or develop a service for radio nuclear risk management.
   Around the nuclear power stations.

Tip

If the risk of radio nuclear incident is high in your country, please, check some further documents:

1. With specific emphasis on the management of the acute radiation syndrome: Radiation incidents, HPA (http://www.hpa.org.uk/webc/HPAwebFile/HPAweb_C/1194947392290) &
2. Card 1 of deliberate or accidental releases. Immediate action and guidance for PH professionals. HPA; http://www.hpa.org.uk/webc/HPAwebFile/HPAweb_C/1244023917613
3. For more information on decontamination procedures and PPE in CBNR incidents, see HPA guidelines: Radiation monitoring Unit: Planning and operational guidance http://www.hpa.org.uk/webc/HPAwebFile/HPAweb_C/1309968806060

3. COORDINATION SYSTEM

Within the health sector, it is important to describe how coordination of activities is organized at the time of an emergency, the role and responsibilities of each service / department and what the chain of command is.

It is also important to describe the mechanisms of collaboration with other sectors. Indeed, most emergencies are too large or diverse for any one agency to manage alone. For the health sector, including in crisis due to biological hazards, there will be a lot of management issues beyond the health field. This implies to build partnership with the other sectors, in order to ensure an effective response through a good coordination between the agencies.

At last, always consider the role of the private sector, NGOs and international agencies.

The coordination process should consider the following aspects:
   — Information sharing.
   — Resources sharing.
   — Decision making (what decision making, who and when).
   — Trust between partners.

The process of engaged partnership should be initiated before any emergency happens, as a part of preparedness in developing the EPREP plan, in order to develop common objectives and aligning capabilities with other sectors, that will help respond effectively together in times of needs.
Besides the intersectoral coordination, there is also coordination across jurisdiction levels. Whenever possible, emergency response should be coordinated in between all partners of the smallest administrative unit. However, higher levels of support might be called for when there is a need for more resources or capabilities to support and sustain the response and initial recovery.

Engaged partnership includes ongoing communication of situation analysis and response activities among all partners. Preparedness involves a combination of planning, resources and capabilities sharing, training, exercising, and organizing to build, sustain, and improve operational capabilities. Preparedness activities should be coordinated among all involved agencies within the jurisdiction, as well as across jurisdictions.

Note: This section is short as a lot of aspects are already discussed in the section related to the ECCT.

3.1 Describe the levels of responsibilities and activities within the health sector

**Objective**

Ensure that roles and responsibilities in terms of strategic, communication/information, liaison, operation, planning, logistic and finance/administration functions required in emergency management have been attributed to specific departments/services and/or persons and that everybody knows who is in charge of decision making, who is in liaison with the other services of the health sector for coordinating the response and who is in liaison with the operational health services.

**Expected outcomes**

Whenever an emergency occurs, a collective approach is organised to achieve objectives decided unanimously within the health sector and the information flows and coordination between jurisdictional levels and different services is upgraded, to optimize the health sector response.

**Tasks**

3.1.1 Describe the structural organization of the health sector in your country

- Distribution of the different services / departments.
- Jurisdictional (or administrative levels) if relevant.

3.1.2 Describe role and responsibilities within the health sector

- Ensure the roles and responsibilities of each service / departments of the health sector in regard of the decision making and the operational activities (surveillance, risk assessment, laboratory issues, patient’s care...).
- Create a contact sheet with contact phone number, e-mail, address and webmail site address of the health sector staff that might play a role in the coordination of the response to emergencies.
3.1.3 Describe the coordination mechanisms within the health sector

1) Coordination team

There are 2 ways to set up a coordination team:

— Fixed structure: A specific department is in charge of the command and control of the health sector response toward all emergencies. Either it already exists. You should then describe its roles and responsibilities and list the staff. Or you want to create such a structure.

— Ad-hoc structure: Team built at the time of the event, with different responsibilities, depending of the nature of the health implications. Then, you need to develop SOPs describing the actions that will be taken to implement the coordination team, including deciding on the key positions you need (strategic planning, operations, liaison, resource / finance management, others).

2) Coordination between the command team and the field responders

Describe the chain of command between the command team and the field responders within the health sector. Who is accountable to whom? All actors have a direct supervisor to whom to report and from whom to receive instructions.

3.2 Bridging between disciplines / sectors before the crisis

Objectives

To develop and/or reinforce a functioning partnership with other sectors and disciplines, in advance of the crisis, in order to reinforce the response toward issues that goes beyond the health field.

Expected outcomes

All sectors and other agencies are aware of the key principles of the response, roles and structures involved in order to apply a coordinated and effective national response.

Tasks

3.2.1 Identify all sectors and stakeholders involved in the management of health threats

This is a matter to look for opportunities to interact with the other sectors, depending of the nature of the hazard causing the emergency crisis. As disaster response requires coordination between many community agencies and organizations and different levels of government as well as different kind of expertise and response capabilities, the 1st step is to identify all parties that should or might be involved. Some agencies will be involved in most events: law enforcement, civil protection, fire services, emergency medical services, Disaster Victims Identification, points of entry, voluntary agencies, and media. While other agencies will be involved only in specific types of hazard, but need to be listed.

3.2.2 List the resources and capabilities in each sector

What best can each sector bring in an emergency response management?
3.2.3 Define roles and responsibilities of each sector

Based on operational tasks requested for dealing with the hazards in your risk mapping, define:

— Who/which entity is responsible for this operational task?
— What resources does the person/entity performing the operational task need?

3.2.4 Sign Memorandums of Understanding

Mutual Aid Agreements for the quick activation of the collaborative activities and resources sharing when an emergency occurs, with the senior stakeholder’s endorsements.

3.2.5 Ensure the quick operability of the multisectoral coordination

— Implement an operational network for timely transmission of information to relevant actors.
— List of local, regional, national (and international) contact points.

4. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Communication is a key element of an EPREP plan. Accurate information is imperative to ensure trust between all responder partners and between responders and the population. A true health emergency will require the involvement of numerous agencies and departments and a rational reaction of the population. Only successful communication will ensure a good multi-sector coordination and a proper public’s collaboration.

Successful communication in an incident comes from providing the right information to three different types of “actors”:

— Players involved in the response.
— Players involved in the management.
— Players, stakeholders and public who need to be aware of the risk and the response.

The amount of information in normal situations is huge and becomes even more important during an emergency.

— The filtering for accurate information is a key aspect in order to avoid inadequate response of the staff and/or the public.
— The timely distribution of the information is also important in order to ensure timely action for preventing further damage.
— At last, targeting the audience of the communication will allow that the right players receive the right information as needed to organise the right response activities and share of resources and to avoid also duplication.

An element of the communication in a situation of an emergency is defined as the ability of the responders to exchange information via data, voice, and video as authorized, to complete their missions. Communication consists on the timely distribution of up-to-date and accurate information. A unified website, when possible, is a good way to guaranty this exchange of information.
Effective communication empowers the public to adopt protective behaviour and avoid the panic effect, pro-active communication will motivate a better case reporting and provide awareness to the frontline responders, appropriate flow of communication will prevent confusion and allow for best use of resources. Good communication will also maintain the public’s trust to the authorities. Media plays a key role on this regard. Involving Media is crucial in crisis management.

The ability of all players to effectively communicate is paramount to the safety and security of each nation. Response agencies at all levels must have interoperable and seamless communications to manage the response, establish command and control, maintain situational awareness and function under a common operating picture, whatever is the nature of the hazard involved in the incident.

The plan should address all of the roles, lines of responsibility, and resources you need to ensure that appropriate information is provided to the public, media, responders and stakeholders during a public health emergency.

The key elements of Communication in case of event are:

— **Common operating picture:** All the players, according to their role and responsibility, have the same information about the incident including the availability and location of resources and the status of assistance request.

— **Operability:** The ability of the players in the response to establish and sustain communications in support of mission operations.

— **Interoperability:** The ability of emergency responders to communicate among jurisdictions, disciplines, and levels of government, using a variety of communication channels, as needed and as authorized. System operability is required for system interoperability.

— **Continuity of communications:** The ability of emergency response agencies to maintain communications in the event of damage to or destruction of the primary infrastructure.

The aspects of communication are:

— Information management, through SOPs describing the key principles of communication and standard (but flexible for specific agency’s needs) forms that will just need to be filled-up during the course of the event.

— Communication flow from up-down and down-up: Operational communication from the coordination site to the site of event and information on countermeasures.

— Intersectoral communication: Common terminology for all bodies, sectors and private agencies. For instance through a functional e-mail platform for posting the Situation reports.

— Communication to the public.

— Communication to the social groups.

— Communication to the media.

— Political advocacy.

### 4.1 Information management

The information management include the reporting system and procedures that assure the communication of internal and technical information.
**Objective**

To ensure the performance of surveillance and data collection in the health sector, analysis and reporting allowing timely detection of alerts, notification, timely transmission of accurate information about alerts and early warning to the right stakeholders, the continuous and timely exchange of accurate information during the crisis management between players (both effects of the crisis and effects of the countermeasures) and, during the post-crisis period, the archiving of information and experience.

**Expected outcome**

Mechanisms, procedures and communication flows are in place to ensure the timely transmission/exchange of information between responders, managers and stakeholders before, during and after the crisis management, in order to ensure the right decision making in regard of the strategic plan and the operational activities for the response to the emergency.

**Tasks**

4.1.1 **Implement/upgrade notification systems in the health sector**

— Ensure the rapid alert notification system and early warning system through the standard surveillance system and the reporting in the country.

— Ensure timely transmission of the information related to the potential emergency from the location of the incident to the health sector managers (via the functional emergency call centre).

— The development of a standard form of incident reporting might help to ensure the reliability and completeness.

— Ensure that the health sector managers are informed that a written incident notification report is sent.

— The health sector managers, on receipt, ensure the distribution of the notification report to the senior official(s), to the experts and other agencies that might have a role in the response.

4.1.2 **Ensure the mechanisms to adapt surveillance and reporting are rapidly implemented during an emergency**

This would imply the following procedures (which can be supported, in practice through a common web-based platform, a shared e-mail list or through the development of a database to keep track of the situation):

— To create the emergency communication partnerships by listing agencies that will provide input in the response.

— To assign responsibilities of who collect, analyse and report the surveillance and/or control data.

— To create a clear flow of data input, flow of information and data transfer: who does what and who reports to whom?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Roles and Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Roles and Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
4.1.3 Ensure the continuity, reliability, flexibility and security of the technical communication during the whole crisis

- Implement a stand-by duty officer for alert notifications.
- Ensure a bi-directional (dual) communication channels to avoid any loss of information that include competent players and managers or a common web-based platform shared by all players.
- Implement 24/7/365 operational contact points in all posts involved in the response or management, who will be in charge to communicate and receive all relevant information.
- Develop database to ensure a rational and constant data collection.
- Consider mechanisms to ensure confidentiality in transmitting sensitive/confidential information.
- Plan back-up facilities (alternative of communication equipment in case of power and/or IT failure).
- Develop standard situational report forms.

4.2 Operational communication

Objective

Besides the transmission of the technical information from the field, we need mechanisms of dual communication between the field actors and the managers (ECCT). The ECCT needs to receive from the field actors (or their direct supervisor) all relevant information related to the situation report in order to develop appropriate strategic and operational plans that are to be communicated to the emergency responders of all agencies and levels, for being translated into actions.

Expected outcome

Emergency responders are aware of the decision making and the resulting strategic and operational plans and receive clear instructions about their role and responsibilities and which actions they concretely need to perform, without duplication of activities.

Tasks

4.2.1 Ensure a two-way communication for delivering situation reports and countermeasures in the health sector

It will facilitate communications between the health sector authorities and the health sectors stakeholders of the ECCT and between the ECCT players and the field responders. This communication flow must be rapidly implemented during a crisis.

- Integrate the transmission of technical information, as described in chapter 2.2, to the ECCT and the communication of the operational plan to the incident responders.
- Describe the lines of communication within the health sector, through a flow-chart, based on all stakeholders identified in the chapters about the ECCT (§ 1.2.1) and about response (§ 2.4).
4.2.2 Develop operational protocols of communication

In order to effectively use resources during emergencies, especially human resources involved in the site of the incident.

— Develop SOPs to ensure the rapid editing of standard (but flexible for specific agency’s needs) forms that will just need to be filled-up during the course of the event and ensure the operability of all players: Emergency briefing form, emergency objectives form, Organization assignment list form, assignment list form in each section, medical Plan, emergency status summary form, emergency chick-in list, operational planning worksheet, resources availability form… (see example from FEMA: http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nims/ics_forms_2010.pdf).

— Ensure that the regular situational report describes also which actions could be implemented and which could not (and why?) and eventually, describe the impact obtained.

4.2.3 Monitor side effect of the countermeasures

— Integrate the monitoring of the side effects to the database used to collect all technical information mentioned in § 4.2.3.

— In special cases such as the use of not yet licensed drugs or vaccines, ensure a law or special decree availing the use of that molecule and include the pharmacovigilance mechanisms.

4.3 Intersectoral communication

Objectives

To build communication flows in between sectors and with other agencies (NGOs, international agencies, private sector…).

Expected outcome

The smooth communication with other sectors and with other agencies ensures an effective multisectoral response and a rational use of resources.

Tasks

4.3.1 Develop the job descriptions of liaison officer in each sector

The liaison officer is the point of contact for the representatives of the other sectors and agencies. He/she is in charge of providing input about their sector’s policy, resources availability and other incident-related matters.

4.3.2 Identify the person for that role in each sector

4.4 International communication

Objectives

To integrate or participate actively, if already integrated, into international existing networks or to participate in setting-up new ones if required.
**Expected outcome**

The improvement of international communication of cross-boarding emergencies helps a more integrated coordination of emergency communications priorities.

**Tasks**

4.4.1 Develop bilateral communication protocols with neighbouring countries when relevant

- Develop agreements and rules of procedures describing the respective national commitment in regards of role, responsibilities and resource sharing between the 2 countries.
- Develop SOP for travellers tracing in Points of Entry and in international transportation.
- Develop the operational network for timely transmission of information to relevant stakeholders of each country.
- List the contact points of the neighbouring country.

4.4.2 Participate actively to existing international existing network (IHR, EWRS, Episouth)

- Record the established norms of the network in regard of communication.
- Get access to the usually existing web platform for sharing information.
- Establish list of relevant contact points of these different network.

4.4.3 Involve the Point of Entry sector in the international coordination

4.5 Risk/Crisis communication to the public and the media

**Objective**

To ensure in the EPREP plan that resources needed to deliver a timely and accurate message to the public and to the media about a risk or a crisis during an event.

**Expected outcome**

Further casualties are prevented thanks to the trust that is built between the public/media and the stakeholders allowing the public’s calm, interest and collaboration.

**Tasks**

4.5.1 Build the communication team of the health sector

- Identify key communication staff to act as spokespersons on public health issues during an emergency.
- Describe their role and responsibility: such as working closely with the ECCT, getting feedback and analysing the perceptions of the public, take into account the culture of the public, designing communication strategies, delivering the information about risk/crisis to the public and media, being the public’s representative in the meetings with senior officials…
— Ensure the position of an information coordinator when the health sector leads the response to the emergency.
— Describe clearly the lines of authority and responsibilities for the public information team.
— Ensure the full-time functioning (24 hours per day) of the communication team with 2 or 3 work shifts per day.

4.5.2 Establish the communication network
— Identify key communication staff of the other sectors and other agencies.
— Develop guidelines on how to coordinate the communication messages with the other sectors / agencies, on how to ensure a clearance procedure for delivering messages, on how to ensure the delivery of a common message, on how to decide which sector is best to answer questions about the risk or the crisis, etc.
— Establish network with other trustworthy sources, such as: University scientists, physicians, local or national opinion leaders, citizen advisory groups, local officials, others.

4.5.3 Develop SOPs in collecting information of interest
— Assess and understand the main stakeholders and public’s concerns.
— Regular briefing with the ECCT, the health sector coordinator or liaison officer, and eventually, senior officials to update or advice on information intended for release, incident-specific situation and policies.
— In times of crisis, ensure the screening of the media to determine the public concerns and the messages needed, to detect error of misinformation and correct them.

4.5.4 Develop material of communication to be adapted at the time of the emergency
— Create a list of key messages and how they will be used in time of crisis.
— Draft media releases and statements (related to key messages).
— Generate frequently asked questions and answers (related to key messages).
— Prepare advertising material to be used in time of crisis.
— Create web-based information that can be released immediately if needed.
— For the times of crisis, develop SOPs that will include how to create a timetable for disseminating emergency information, that will describe the lines of communication with the ECCT to identify main issues and priority issues, how to prepare the profile of the target audience.
— Plan the possible organization of “hotlines” by phone or e-mail, to respond directly to the public requests.
— Provide the public with the agency contact information.

4.5.5 Enhance network with the media
— Generate list of key Medias.
— Enhance relationship with the media (establish contacts with key media persons and understand how they work).
— For the times of crisis, develop SOPs that include the triage of media requests, how to organise the response to the media requests (press conferences, website updates, press releases, fact sheets, etc.).
— Adapt the messages to the media tool used (television, radio, newspaper, etc.).
— Agree with the reporter in advance about specific topics and stick to those during the interview.

Tip

A lot of ministries from other sectors have already a unit in charge of communication to media, where you can find expertise if needed.

4.6 Political advocacy

Objectives

To ensure that the political authorities know about the plan’s or parts of the plan functioning and that they receive timely and accurate information from the responders during an emergency.

Expected outcome

The political authorities know the plan and request information on emergencies through the pre-established communication channels before taking decision or before responding on political issues related to the event.

Tasks

4.6.1 Ensure the endorsement of the plan by the political authorities

The senior official of the health sector has approved and signs the EPREP plan of the health sector.

4.6.2 Describe the communication channels between the responders and the senior official(s)

The senior official(s) knows who are the key members of his/her emergency team, is aware of the procedures for activating the plan in case of emergency and knows the communication channels for receiving information and communicate decisions.

5. EVALUATION OF THE RESPONSE AND REVISION OF THE PLAN AFTER THE EMERGENCY

Objectives

Include in the plan procedures that ensure record keeping during the whole event, debriefing of stakeholders that were involved in the response management and evaluation of the emergency response.

Expected outcomes

The plan is revised with identified gaps and lessons learned and also good practices.
Tasks

5.1 Ensure record-keeping during and after the event

During an emergency, information will evolve very fast and keeping track of response can become very difficult.

— Describe arrangements to ensure recording and retaining of all relevant information (including sources).
— Stakeholders are aware that they need to record and file the information.
— Set-up filing systems.
— Documentation and archiving management.

5.2 Evaluation post-emergency

The evaluation aims to review process, procedures and structure, to see how the plan was used and if it was appropriate, to identify good practices and areas for future improvement.

5.2.1 Describe or organize procedures of debriefing

5.2.2 Develop standard format of evaluation

5.2.3 Evaluation report
UNIT 3. EVALUATION AND REVISION OF THE PLAN
(Preparedness cycle or maintaining preparedness)

This unit will present the set of actions needed to maintain the plan current and to ensure that the country has the capacity to implement it correctly. This will be done through:

1. Training.
2. Exercises.
3. Reviews of the plan’s content.

1. TRAINING

Objectives

To ensure that the plan includes a training programme for all positions involved in emergency response.

Expected outcome

Staff is regularly trained and up-to-date in case an emergency occurs.

Tasks

1.1 List all relevant positions that need training
1.2 Identify the already existing training material in your country
1.3 Develop a training cursus for the positions with no training plan yet
1.4 Consider initial training (new staff) and regular refreshing training
1.5 Include the whole training programme in the plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training course</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Organising body</th>
<th>Target audience</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. EXERCISES

For this aspect of plan maintenance, we should consider not only exercise simulating fictive events (Simulation exercises) but also the evaluation of the response after a real event.
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---

**Objective**

To develop a program of regular exercise for stakeholders involved in an emergency response.

**Expected outcomes**

Exercises are regularly conducted and followed by an evaluation and revision of the plan accordingly.

**Tasks**

**2.1 Develop guidelines for exercise**

Considering from the discussion based exercise to the full scale exercise.

**2.2 Plan exercises at national, regional and local levels**

**2.3 Prepare checklists for follow-up and analysis of the exercises**

Idem for events.

**2.4 Prepare standard forms for integrating experiences and feedback into lessons learned**

**2.5 Describe the legal process for eventual amendments of the plan**

---

**3. REVIEWS OF THE PLAN’S CONTENT**

**Objective**

Changes of staff or position and changes in procedure require a regular update of some sections of the plan and support documents.

**Expected outcome**

The plan remains functioning despite the turnover among staff and despite changes of procedures.

**Tasks**

**3.1 Organize a plan maintenance review**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section/support documents</th>
<th>Review frequency</th>
<th>Who is in charge?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact details</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response plan of the health sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2  Develop SOPs for ad-hoc updates  
   — Post-event.  
   — Post-exercise.  
   — In response to any restructuring or other changes in the organization, procedures, and technical systems identified in the plan.  

3.3  Appoint one emergency planning officer
GLOSSARY

ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

The administrative unit represents the level administrative division of a country. The local one can be named district, municipality and the regional one can be named province, region or state. This can vary among countries.

CAPACITY

It is the combination of all the strengths, attributes and resources available within a community, society or organization that can be used to achieve agreed goals.

COLD DEBRIEF

After the exercise (2-3 weeks), you may wish to conduct additional follow up either through another meeting with participants or some other means of soliciting feedback, like a survey. This is called the cold debrief, and is not conducted for all exercises. This debriefing review the successes and lessons identified and reviews issues that were brought up in the hot debrief to determine if participants have any further feedback.

CRISIS

Is an event or series of events representing a critical threat to the health, safety, security or wellbeing of a community, usually over a wide area. Armed conflicts, epidemics, famine, natural disasters, environmental emergencies and other major harmful events may involve or lead to a humanitarian crisis.

DISASTER

A serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society causing widespread human, material, economic or environmental losses that exceed the ability of the affected community or society to cope using its own resources. A disaster is a function of the risk process. It results from the combination of hazards, conditions of vulnerability and insufficient capacity or measures to reduce the potential negative consequences of risk.

— Any occurrence that causes damage, ecological disruption, loss of human life or deterioration of health and health services on a scale sufficient to warrant an extraordinary response from outside the affected community or area.
EARLY WARNING

The provision of timely and effective information, through identified institutions, that allow individuals exposed to a hazard to take action to avoid or reduce their risk and prepare for effective response.

EMERGENCY

A sudden occurrence demanding immediate action that may be due to epidemics, to natural, to technological catastrophes, to strife or to other man-made causes.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Programme of long-term activities whose goals are to strengthen the overall capacity and capability of a country or a community to manage efficiently all types of emergencies and bring about an orderly transition from relief through recovery and back to sustained development. It requires that emergency plans be developed, personnel at all levels and in all sectors be trained, and communities at risk be educated, and that these measures be monitored and evaluated regularly.

GENERIC PREPAREDNESS PLAN

The “generic” plan comprises a range of activities to protect communities, property and the environment and is usually based on a “comprehensive” approach, an “all hazard” approach, a “multi-sectoral” and “inter-sectoral” (or “all agencies” or “integrated”) approach that encompasses all elements that are relevant in ensuring that countries have a “prepared community”.

HAZARD

Any phenomenon that has the potential to cause disruption or damage to people and their environment.

— Biological hazard: processes of organic origin or those conveyed by biological vectors, including exposure to pathogenic microorganisms, toxins and bio-active substances, which may cause the loss of life or injury, property, damage, social and economic disruption, or environmental degradation. Examples of biological threats: outbreaks of epidemic diseases, plant or animal contagion, insect plagues and extensive infestations.

— Natural hazards (including geological hazards): natural process or phenomenon that may cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property damages, loss of livelihoods and services, social and economic disruption, or environmental degradation.

— Technological hazards: hazards originating from technological or industrial conditions, including accidents, dangerous procedures, infrastructure failures or specific human activities, that may cause loss of life, injury or other health impacts, property damages, loss of livelihoods and services, social and economic
disruption, or environmental degradation. Examples of technological hazards include industrial pollution, nuclear radiation, toxic wastes, dam failures, transport accidents, factory explosions, fires and chemical spills. Technological accidents also may arise directly as the results of the impact of a natural hazard event.

**HOT DEBRIEF**

The hot debrief takes place immediately after the close of the exercise and is intended to give participants an opportunity to feedback their immediate feelings about the exercise. The hot debrief is frequently conducted by the lead evaluator, although another member of the exercise team can lead the debriefing. The debrief usually follows this kind of format:

- Review of purpose and objectives.
- Facilitator comments on successes and lessons identified.
- Each participant given an opportunity to contribute their thoughts on successes and lessons identified.

**HOTLINE**

Point-to-point communications link in which a call is automatically directed to the preselect destination without any additional action by the user when the end-instrument goes off-hook. An example would be a phone that automatically connects to emergency services on picking up the receiver.

**INTEROPERABILITY**

Ability of diverse systems or organizations to work together (inter-operate).

**POINT OF ENTRY**

Passage for international entry or exit of travellers, baggage, cargo, containers, conveyances, goods and postal parcels as well as agencies and areas providing services to them on entry or exit.

**PREPAREDNESS**

Preparedness consists into a very concrete research based set of actions that are taken as precautionary measures in the face of potential disasters. These actions can include both physical preparation and training for emergency actions. Preparedness is an important quality in achieving goals and in avoiding and mitigating negative outcomes.
PROCEDURES

Procedures (or SOPs) complement protocols because they establish a detailed sequence of steps or actions to be carried out by agencies to respond to certain situations or scenarios according to their specialty or their responsibility.

PROTOCOLS

Practical arrangements or steps established to put a plan into operation.

PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY OF INTERNATIONAL CONCERN

It is an extraordinary event which is determined, as provided in IHR: (i) To constitute a public health risk to other States through the international spread of disease; and (ii) to potentially require a coordinated international response.

RISK

The probability of harmful consequences, or expected losses (deaths, injuries, property, livelihood, economic activity disrupted or environment damaged) resulting from interactions between natural or human-induced hazards and vulnerabilities.

RISK ASSESSMENT

Methodology to determine the nature and extent of risk by analysing potential hazards and evaluating existing conditions of vulnerability that together could potentially harm exposed people, property, services, livelihood and environment on which they depend.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management comprises risk assessment and analysis and the implementation of strategies and specific actions to control, reduce and transfer risks. It is widely practiced by organizations to minimize risk in investment decisions and to address operational risks, such as those of business disruption, production failure, environmental damage, social impacts and damages from fire and natural hazards.

RISK REDUCTION

It involves measures designed either to prevent hazards from creating risks or to lessen the distribution, intensity or severity of hazards. These measures include flood mitigation works and appropriate land-use planning. They also include vulnerability reduction measures such as awareness raising, improving community health security, and relocation or protection of vulnerable populations or structures.
**SIMULATION EXERCISE**

It is an exercise that creates a hypothetical emergency scenario where a group of participants must make decisions, based on the information they receive during the exercise.

**VULNERABILITY**

The conditions determined by physical, social, economic and environmental factors or processes, which increase the susceptibility of a community to the impact of hazards.

The degree to which a population or an individual is unable to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from the impact of a disaster.
# Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DG-SANCO</td>
<td>Directorate General for Health and Consumers – European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMA</td>
<td>Federal Emergency Management Agency (in United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAHC</td>
<td>Executive Agency for Health and Consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECCT</td>
<td>Emergency Command and Control Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDC</td>
<td>European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPREP</td>
<td>Emergency Preparedness Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>General Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCS</td>
<td>Incidence Command &amp; Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>Intensive Care Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHR</td>
<td>International Health Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHC</td>
<td>Primary Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPE</td>
<td>Personal Protective Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRA</td>
<td>Rapid Risk Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Simulation Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>Standard Operating Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNICEF</td>
<td>United Nation International Children’s Emergency Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP</td>
<td>Work Package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ANNEX 1

OVERVIEW OF ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN INCIDENT MANAGEMENT / ACTIVATION OF THE ICCS ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT

Notes:

1. The blue frames represent the different sectors (governmental bodies) that might have a role in an incident management (leader or supportive). Each of them should have department in charge to respond to emergencies (orange frame within each sector), with one functional immediate access (contact phone number reachable 24/7/365). The number of official sectors will vary by country.

2. The yellow frame represents the inter sectorial collaboration that might need to be reinforced in case of incident management (see red arrows).

3. Some events happen outside of the formal sector and not detected in an institutionalised way but by someone for the general population. Therefore, in each country, there should be a general emergency number known by the whole population in charge to dispatch the call to the right sectorial emergency department based on the information received (see pink frame). This dispatching service might have also a role in filtering the information.

4. The cellule of crisis represented above might exist as a central & institutionalised structure for managing incident, which will always have the leading role in the ICCS. In countries where there is only an ad-hoc ICCS, the organisation of the ad-hoc ICCS might have to be endorsed by an official body (decision maker).

5. The grey frames represent different functional areas which might have a supportive role in incident management. Their number will vary by country.

6. The red arrows represent an example of ICCS composition: Health from where leave the arrows has the leading responsibility and the other have a supportive role. In this case, if the biohazard is caused by a terrorism act, the Ministry of defence would likely the leading role.